Congress Executive Committee  
SESSION XCII  
October 5, 2014 6:00pm  
Conoco Leadership Wing Conference Room, OMU  

- Call to Order  
- Approval of the Minutes  
- Sample sec Pae  
- Reports  
  o Chair- Please do not be tardy to general meetings or committee meetings. It reflects poorly, we lead by example. Show up preferably ten minutes early. In GM let’s encourage other people other than ourselves to talk. The website is currently being updated, there are a few things missing. PR committee will be posting little blurbs. Filing forms are due by Thursday, SGA conference link is out. I encourage everyone who can to apply. I will be going or applying. It will be due next Friday. It is completely free we will be taking a bus, the new president or vice president will be going and that’s why I want someone from exec to go. GSS tabled the seal legislation. I will be working with GSS to rewrite their bylaws.  
  o Vice Chair- we have a movie coming up, we think that we will be watching the princess bride.  
  o Secretary- Thanks for the minutes and legislation you all emailed me.  
  o AA- we saw two pieces of legislation  
  o Con Ad- Con Ad is working on re-apportionment we are thinking instead of having 48 seats in congress we would like to have 60. This would be a change to the constitution.  
  o EA- Still working on three persons resolution, we are working on fracking resolution. I have a few people working on different things, one of my committee members is working on cart resolution.  
  o P&P- We gave more spicy chicken a recommendation of do pass, we tabled the survey regarding bike lanes we have a lot of projects in the works, we are talking about raising awareness regarding WEPA. Connor might be nice to have some help on raising awareness for that. People don’t know how to use it. Someone wants to work on more vegetarian options. The other new idea this week was about adding an undergraduate major regarding bioengineering in the college.  
  o PR- Thank you for the Facebook information, we will meet 6:30 on Tuesday.  
  o WAM- We are done with interviews for subsidiary, we are trying to have it done and posted by Tuesday maybe Tuesday night or Wednesday. An idea I’ve been throwing out to my committee is once we post it we want to hold a discussion, for people who want to ask questions and the big questions can be asked at congress.  
  o GW-  

- SPECIAL ORDERS  
- OLD BUSINESS  
- NEW BUSINESS  
- ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED  
920809 An Act Consenting to the Nomination of the Election Board (Petersen)
Petersen: I was in the middle of fixing my hair and then a plumber from next door came into our house because neighbors threatened to shoot him then I had to go to Copeland hall to take my picture. What you have here is the election board appointment act I narrowed it down to seven interviews, we conducted six. I picked Ramon Torres He will be in charge of polling sites Abby Taylor is in charge of publicity and Trent is in charge of debate. I thought they were the best candidates.

Bourland: will you accept a friendly amendment adding me as your co author?
Petersen: Ye, on information, do I need to have that amended tonight in GSS?
Aragon: Yes
Sample: Will Ramon Abby and Trent be there on Tuesday?
Byron: will the author accept a friendly amendment to replace Bourland’s name as co author with mine?
Petersen: No
Bourland sec Byron do pass

• GENERAL DISCUSSION

Byron: My question is for the election chair, do you know how much you’re getting paid?
Sample: We are going to change that
Aragon: because some of these surveys are going through elections we might pay them more because it will be a bigger job.
Byron: I would like to know how much time goes into the election
Aragon: it’s also because we would be allowing other organizations use the election software so it would increase their responsibility. And we were thinking of going to a monthly thing.
Byron: Don’t you think it’s fair if we could
Aragon: Since salary and stipends has already been allocated I don’t see changing it now
Byron: but couldn’t we just switch it, when he gets the bigger sum
Cramm: you want to change it for this semester?
Byron: yes
Cramm: I think that’s a good think to push for but might have to wait.
Sample: My question is for Petersen. How early do you want all the surveys that will be seen during elections?
Petersen: A week before elections happen

• ADJOURN

Sample sec Sandoval

Chair: Lauren Aragon
Vice Chair: Alex Byron
Secretary: Alma Sandoval
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CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 920809
SENATE BILL NO. GF14-XX

AS INTRODUCED
An act appointing members to the SGA Election Board; providing for codification; providing for a short title; and providing for an effective date

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION:

Section 1: TITLE. This act may be known and shall be cited as the Election Board Appointment Act of 2014

Section 2: PURPOSE. To appoint members to the SGA Election Board

Section 3: In accordance with Title VII, chapter 2, section a, subsection ii of the SGACA, “The Election Chair shall appoint the Election Board with the advice and consent of the Legislative Branch,” the following students shall be appointed to serve on the SGA Election Board:

- Ramon Torres
- Abbey Taylor
- Brent Janss

Section 4: This act shall become effective, while in accordance with the SGACA, immediately following passage and approval.

Author(s): Taylor Petersen, Election Board

Co-Author(s):

Co-Sponsor(s): Matt Epting, SGA President

Submitted on a Motion by:

Action taken by Congress:

Verified by Chair of Congress_______________________________ Date: ____________

Submitted on a Motion by:

Action taken by Senate: